THAT OTHER HISTORY SYMPOSIUM

JOIN US ONLINE FOR PART TWO OF OUR THE 'THAT OTHER HISTORY' SYMPOSIUM WHERE THE THREE SETS OF PANELLISTS WILL PRESENT ON DECOLONISING EDUCATION, BUILDING AN ANTI-RACIST UNIVERSITY, AND REFLECTING ON TRYING TO 'DECOLONISE' UEA, FOLLOWED BY A Q&A.

Presenters:
'Critical Decolonisation in British Education - Exploring the space between Representation and Romanticisation.'
Kaeya Zui (UEA-LDC)

'Decolonising DMU: Building the Anti-Racist University.'
Dr Richard Hall (DMU) and Dr Lucy Ansley (DMU)

'Collective Reflections on trying to 'decolonise' UEA.'
Moé Suzuki (UEA-PPL), Arzhang Pezhman (UEA-LDC), Megan Pay (UEA-PPL)

10 DECEMBER 11:30 AM - 1:00PM
OPEN TO ALL AT UEA AND BEYOND.
CONTACT US: DECOLONISING@UEA.AC.UK OR @DECOLONISEHUM